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After 1945 the United States solidifi ed its status as a global hegemon 

in part through the “soft power” strategy of underwriting the intel-

lectual reconstruction of its aligned nations. Recent scholarship has ex-

amined American support for the natural sciences and engineering in 

both devastated allies and erstwhile enemies. The result was a transna-

tional network of knowledge production centered on the United States 

and supporting US geopolitical aspirations.1 Less well studied but no 

less important is the contribution of social science. On the eve of the 

Cold War, American social scientists used research to advance “prog-

ress” according to the ideals of the then- popular ideology of modern-

ization. Modernization presented the putatively American values of de-

mocracy, capitalism, and peace as a universal endpoint. Modernizers, in 

other words, believed that all societies were capable of progressing to-

ward peaceful, liberal democratic capitalism. During the Cold War, they 

extended US assistance toward this end to recruit nations to the Ameri-

can fold in opposition to the competing allure of communism offered by 

the Soviet Union.

Japan, the site of America’s longest peaceful postwar occupation 

(August 1945 to April 1952), was regarded as both a test case and a show-

case of modernization theory.2 As such, the nation poses a particularly 

fruitful lens for examining the geopolitical signifi cance of social science 
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in the sphere of US hegemony. Western- style social science reached Ja-

pan in the late nineteenth century and was grafted on to local intellec-

tual traditions. By the early twentieth century, the nation had estab-

lished itself within the burgeoning community of knowledge- producing 

states. However, the outbreak of World War II isolated Japanese schol-

ars. The defeat of Japan in 1945 offered the United States an opportu-

nity to reshape Japanese research practices according to American cul-

tural values and to restructure the transnational intellectual network of 

the prewar years into a US- dominated entity that served national politi-

cal ambitions in the Cold War era.

Understanding the importance of face- to- face interactions in accom-

plishing these goals, the American Occupation bureaucracy dispatched 

scores of scholars to Japan. Social scientists did not come, as they so of-

ten did among Native Americans and colonized peoples, to study “prim-

itivity” or Otherness. Instead, as both Japanese and American scholars 

later claimed, their relationships often exemplifi ed the teacher- student 

bond used as a largely positive metaphor for the Occupation itself. 

Through texts, lectures, and, most important, collaborative fi eldwork, 

American social scientists modeled and promoted the ideals of mod-

ernization. Meanwhile, their Japanese counterparts capitalized on their 

unprecedented position and infl uence over the government and public 

to enshrine these values within an instrumental national identity as a 

US ally.

In contrast to Europe, to which the United States acknowledged a cul-

tural similarity and historical debt that implicitly obligated the nation to 

restore local stability and prosperity, most early postwar Americans felt 

little sense of identifi cation with Japan. On the contrary, World War II 

represented the culmination of decades of anti- Japanese sentiment. Vir-

ulent hate literature abounded, depicting the Japanese as a pathologi-

cally and incorrigibly inferior race. Racism was also at the heart of the 

US government policy of interning Japanese immigrants and their de-

scendants, including many American citizens.3 While the end of the war 

blunted the most visceral aversion, postwar American sentiments con-

tinued to refl ect a sense of superiority and paternalism toward the for-

mer enemy, famously compared to a boy of twelve by Occupation chief 

General Douglas MacArthur.4 These attitudes did not disappear in the 

years after 1945 and continue to mark the American stance toward Ja-

pan to some degree even to this day. The postwar embrace of mutual val-

ues could not override all existing prejudices. Nonetheless, in the estab-
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lishment of the new order, faith in modernization helped to supplant the 

absence of a shared past by enabling the imagination of a collective fu-

ture. By building a common circuit of knowledge production cohered by 

shared values, American and Japanese scholars jointly reimagined the 

world under US hegemony.

New Knowledge, Old Producers

Although Japan had a long and distinguished scholastic tradition, it was 

not until the mid- nineteenth century that Western- style social science 

and its accompanying institutions, including universities, museums, and 

research organizations, became entrenched in the national landscape. 

The earliest generation of Japanese social scientists largely mastered the 

disciplines through study abroad or from European or American tutors 

at home. As in much of the world, German social theories and meth-

ods were particularly infl uential. Within only a few decades, Japanese 

scholars had proven themselves capable not only of mastering but also of 

adding to social science. During the interwar years, the rate of Japanese 

participation in international conferences and publication in foreign lan-

guages soared.5

As the fi rst non- Western power to gain recognition as a producer of 

legitimate, original knowledge, Japan gave the international intellec-

tual community some status as a transnational rather than merely Euro- 

American entity. All too soon, however, the outbreak of war in the 1930s 

introduced new political, ideological, and even physical boundaries to 

the participation of Japanese scholars. Rather than continuing to culti-

vate intellectual linkages with the great powers, Japan came to focus on 

the development of academic networks in its burgeoning empire. In pur-

suit of professional status and resources, researchers sought evidence of 

the superiority of the Japanese people and their consequent right, even 

obligation, to impose the rule of the allegedly divine emperor over the 

inferior but confraternal peoples of Asia and Oceania. While survey-

ing the bodies and behaviors of local peoples, fi eldworkers provided in-

formation intended to facilitate the exploitation of human and natural 

resources, the pacifi cation and administration of conquered territories, 

and the assimilation of populations within the Japanese Empire.6 To 

maximize safety and effi ciency in hostile and remote territories, they of-

ten ventured to the fi eld in groups. Ranging from a handful to hundreds 
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of participants, these team expeditions built a sense of professional soli-

darity among social scientists while spreading complicity with imperial-

ism and war through the intellectual ranks.

Beginning in 1940, Japan’s invasion of Southeast Asia set in motion 

a chain of events that ultimately prompted the United States to enter 

World War II. Against the Axis enemy, the Allies rallied under the ban-

ner of representative government, the free market, and peace. As the 

then- popular ideology of modernization taught, these values were the 

endpoint of development and universally accessible to all societies (with 

US tutelage). The looming victory of the Allies appeared to be “objec-

tive” confi rmation of this belief.

Traditionally, the transnational community of social scientists up-

held objectivity, thought of as universal “truth” free from proclivity or 

bias, as the defi ning value of legitimate scholarship. As historians have 

shown, however, in practice objectivity has often functioned as a rheto-

ric of legitimacy for various ideological positions.7 Shocked and horri-

fi ed by the devastation and atrocities of World War II, Allied social sci-

entists asserted a paramount responsibility for creating knowledge that 

would not simply describe the human condition but also advance the 

modernization telos. “This is apparently the fi rst time in world history 

when the people of many lands have offi cially turned to the social scien-

tist to seek his aid in man’s quest for enduring peace,” enthused a multi-

national group of prominent scholars.8 By the end of the war, the prac-

tice of objective research was identifi ed with the pursuit of democracy, 

capitalism, and peace.

With the goal of understanding the enemy and preparing for peace-

time reconstruction, American social scientists intensifi ed their study of 

Japanese culture and society. The most infl uential research on this topic 

was renowned anthropologist Ruth Benedict’s monograph The Chry-
santhemum and the Sword (1946). Beginning her research on Japan in 

mid- 1944 but writing largely after the war had ended, Benedict sought to 

set forth an understanding of Japan that would facilitate the transition 

to peace and promote a collaborative rather than punitive occupation. 

Benedict’s work followed in the tradition of “national character” stud-

ies, which anthropomorphized and homogenized nations as individuals 

defi ned by personality traits rooted in cultural indoctrination, particu-

larly during early childhood. Many of Benedict’s colleagues viewed the 

Japanese national character as pathologically deviant, defi ned by aggres-

siveness, group- mindedness, authoritarianism, rigidity, and fear of dis-
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honor. They viewed these predispositions as an explanation for the pro-

tracted, doomed struggle and atrocities of World War II.9 Benedict, by 

contrast, rejected the idea of an incorrigible, abnormal national charac-

ter. Instead, she attributed the nation’s wartime course to a small milita-

rist coterie that had taken the Japanese down a “wrong path.” Removing 

power from authoritarian leaders, she implied, would free mass society 

to transition to US- style democracy. Chrysanthemum, American an-

thropologist Clifford Geertz later remarked, represented the Japanese 

as “the most reasonable enemy we have ever conquered.”10

Studied by nearly all Occupation personnel in preparation for ser-

vice overseas, Chrysanthemum lent the credibility of professional social 

science to an instrumental conclusion: that Japan might be quickly and 

effectively reconstituted as an American ally in East Asia and the Pa-

cifi c Rim. US policy- makers were eager to use Japan (like West Ger-

many) to counter the growing threat of Soviet power. The prewar em-

peror system had to be discarded as quickly as possible to clear the way 

for a new ideological orientation toward democracy, capitalism, and 

peace. Rather than painstakingly sifting through the general population 

for proponents of militarism, fascism, and imperialism, Benedict sug-

gested that the United States might simply charge responsibility for war 

crimes and crimes against humanity “to specifi c individuals and institu-

tions . . . identifi ed and isolated from the mainstream.”11 Ultimately, tri-

bunals of the late 1940s purged some two hundred thousand individuals, 

representing a mere 0.29 percent of the total population. (By contrast, 

some 2.5 percent of Germans under American occupation were legally 

excluded from public life.)12 Victims in Japanese academia numbered 

fewer than one hundred, or about 0.3 percent of active professors.13 Ev-

idence suggests that the Occupation was more concerned with rooting 

out suspected communists than with prosecuting former advocates of 

empire and war.14

The American academic establishment endorsed this whitewash-

ing of the past activities of Japan’s intellectuals, faulting the irresistible 

domination of the military and bureaucracy for “imposing destabiliz-

ing restraints” that reduced the social scientist “to the level of a spe-

cial pleader and propagandist.”15 Given their own contributions to the 

war effort— for example, by one estimate up to three- quarters of pro-

fessional anthropologists in the United States worked at least part- time 

on applied research in the early 1940s— American scholars were inclined 

to understand their Japanese counterparts as “no more than normally 
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 patriotic for a period of nationalism.”16 Moreover, the consequences of 

social science research in the Japanese Empire were borne mostly by co-

lonial subjects— a population that the United States and its allies largely 

overlooked in the postwar pursuit of justice.17

Japanese scholars embraced this justifi cation of their wartime re-

cord. Exoneration incentivized them to prove the Occupation narrative 

of wartime oppression true by showing themselves as enthusiastic pro-

ponents of democracy, capitalism, and peace. With the defeat and con-

sequent discrediting of the Japanese state and military as arbiters of na-

tional identity, they asserted unprecedented infl uence over public life. 

Nanbara Shigeru, president of the University of Tokyo (Japan’s leading 

institution of higher learning), set the tone for this stance in a Novem-

ber 1945 speech declaring scholars’ “especial obligation for rebuilding 

the nation .  .  . on a new foundation of truth and freedom.”18 Nanbara’s 

successor, the distinguished economist Yanaihara Tadao, likewise em-

phasized social scientists’ responsibility to cultivate the vaunted values 

of the United States: “If we are hereafter to make our knowledge really 

an active force, it is of primary importance that . . . knowledge be spread 

widely and freely among the people and thus intensive interest in peace 

be aroused in every aspect of their lives. In practice, we scientists can 

achieve something only when we place our trust in the people and walk 

in step with them.”19 In this way, Japanese social scientists sought to re-

build academia, fashion a positive national identity, and join the intellec-

tual community associated with the geopolitical hegemony of the United 

States.20

Establishing the Pillars of Postwar Research in Japan

To American observers of the Occupation era, Japanese social scien-

tists appeared “an extremely interesting group,” “all very bright and ef-

fective people.” The war, however, had cut them off from the transna-

tional intellectual community, resulting in a “period of isolation which 

for Japanese scholars and scientists was as strict as that which had pre-

ceded the opening of Japan in the last century [following over 250 years 

of self- imposed withdrawal from contact with most foreign societies].”21

Moreover, one American scholar observed, “What has been decidedly 

unfortunate is an overlong persistence of the infl uence of German so-

cial science.”22 Although American scholars themselves owed an incal-
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culable debt to Germanic theories and methods, Germany’s status as 

a defeated nation and the horrifi c misuse of science by the Nazis deci-

sively disgraced its intellectual legacy. In consultation with over eighty 

Japanese academics, Harvard University anthropology professor Clyde 

Kluckhohn (who had studied in Austria during the 1930s) charged that 

Germanic logic, philosophy, and ideas of law and the state had molded 

prewar Japanese research into “a means of promoting autocracy within 

and aggression without,” “not something based on free inquiry resulting 

in universal good.”23

The Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, or SCAP (an ac-

ronym typically used for the entire Occupation bureaucracy), sought to 

replace the “un- democratic” and “fascist” mentalities attributed to the 

former Axis powers with American ideals of democracy, capitalism, and 

peace. These values were the basis of a reconstituted transnational net-

work of knowledge production. In contrast to the prewar intellectual 

community, which was dominated by Europeans, this network was to 

center on the United States and support the maintenance and extension 

of American hegemony against the much vaunted threat posed by the 

Soviet Union and its allies.24

The Constitution of Japan, drafted in 1946 and imposed in 1947 by 

SCAP, laid the foundations of Japanese participation in this network 

by guaranteeing academic freedom as well as freedom of thought and 

conscience.25 The Fulbright Scholars and Government Aid and Relief 

in Occupied Areas programs sent a handful of Japanese social scien-

tists abroad to train in US institutions. However, given limited funding 

and restrictions on travel for Japanese citizens during the Occupation, 

most training took place locally under the supervision of the Civil Infor-

mation and Education Unit (CIE), established by SCAP in September 

1945. CIE staff included numerous profi cient speakers of Japanese who 

had lived in the country (often in missionary families) or received train-

ing at military language schools during World War II. Recruits ranged 

from renowned scholars at elite institutions to untested ABDs (all- but- 

dissertation graduate students) in search of professional opportunity and 

adventure.26 David L. Sills, a sociology student at Yale University who 

joined the CIE in August 1947, described himself bluntly as “a pure mer-

cenary,” recalling, “I came to the occupation of Japan to make money so 

I could pursue my graduate work.”27

As a starting point for their attempt to restructure knowledge produc-

tion, CIE staff sought to build a library network through which Japanese 
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colleagues might enjoy access to foreign scholarship. From the perspec-

tive of American policy- makers, the library was “a potent engine of de-

mocracy . . . mak[ing] available to all what would otherwise be reserved 

to the few.” Although Japan had maintained a modern library system 

since the late nineteenth century, the war had interrupted foreign acqui-

sitions and domestic publishing. By one estimate, fi rebombing claimed 

half of Japan’s book resources in the early 1940s, leaving no more than 

fi ve million volumes in the entire nation at the time of defeat.28 The scar-

city of recent literature was particularly acute. A concerned American 

scholar wrote, “I gather . . . that [Japanese social scientists] subscribe to 

few, if any, journals and that the students and faculty do not therefore 

have access to the many crucially important articles and monographs 

that have been published in the past.”29 Shortage was opportunity: “The 

fi eld is open to the far- sighted nation that restocks the sources of sup-

ply for Japan’s book- reading public,” predicted one anthropologist.30 

Wrote another, “the U.S. task is to insure that an adequate quantity and 

a wide variety of information on democracy are made available to Ja-

pan’s information- starved intelligentsia and highly literate masses. Only 

such information can provide the background needed for forming atti-

tudes favorable to a democratic order.”31 Implicit in this exhortation was 

the fear that the Soviet Union might fl ood Japan with propaganda and 

win the hearts and minds of the people to communism.

Responding to geopolitical pressures, one CIE employee entreated 

a prospective colleague to “bring everything you can get your hands 

on which deals with public opinion, social psychology, social research, 

methods, etc. Write for permission pronto to get 300 pounds extra hold 

baggage, for books and papers. . . . We are especially desirous of mono-

graphs on actual research projects, as well as text and instructional ma-

terial.”32 He and others petitioned their home institutions for surplus 

copies of important recent monographs and journals.33 Additional do-

nations poured in from charitable and scholarly foundations and soci-

eties, government agencies, publishers, and concerned citizens. By the 

midpoint of the Occupation, nearly 1.25 million English- language books 

had reached Japan.34

Distribution bottlenecks trapped some donations in warehouses  for 

up to a year while the CIE worked to create a network of libraries 

throughout the Japanese archipelago. The fl agship facility in downtown 

Tokyo housed some thirteen thousand books and fi ve hundred period-

icals. In the reading room, postwar leaders of Japanese social science 
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studied the works of Benedict and others for the fi rst time. Ultimately, 

twenty- three CIE libraries came to offer access to not just texts but also 

lectures, concerts, discussion groups, English language classes, doc-

umentary fi lm screenings, and exhibits to as many as two million pa-

trons annually.35 SCAP also introduced legislation to create a public 

library network by expanding and rebuilding existing facilities and re-

sources, implementing modern cataloging methods, and abolishing fees 

for patrons. By the end of the 1950s nearly every prefecture and over 

half of Japan’s cities, as well as some towns and villages, operated pub-

lic libraries.36

Beyond bringing English- language books to Japan, the CIE also sup-

ported Japanese translations of selected social science works, including 

Ruth Benedict’s The Chrysanthemum and the Sword. Much to the dis-

gust of American offi cials who saw no value in popular fare, translators 

also rendered manuals on baseball and housekeeping, Margaret Mitch-

ell’s 1936 bestseller Gone with the Wind, and children’s literature. The 

program expanded quickly as SCAP rushed to counteract the perceived 

threat of communism embodied by a spate of Japanese- language edi-

tions of Soviet Russian works. By the midpoint of the Occupation, the 

CIE had sponsored some 150 translations and licensed 200 others.37 By 

making available the classics of US civilization for Japanese consump-

tion, SCAP sought to instill putatively American mentalities of democ-

racy, capitalism, and international cooperation.

Public lectures offered an alternative mode of transmitting these val-

ues. Speakers not only conveyed information but also built personal re-

lationships with audience members. Refl ected one CIE anthropologist, 

“I do my best job around here in communicating new ideas to our Jap-

anese, in showing our younger people how to organize a project, in in-

troducing American methods and knowledge to them. . . . I teach all the 

time. I’d rather do it than anything else.”38 A thank- you note from a Jap-

anese sociologist read: “We have learned so much from your lectures de-

livered from quite a different angle than ours. .  .  . In the near future, I 

hope, we will show you better sociology and contribute more to the so-

cial science of the world.”39 Through face- to- face interactions, American 

scholars recruited Japanese colleagues as partners in the establishment 

of a transnational knowledge network that supported the hegemony of 

the United States.

In 1950 a more systematic training program was inaugurated in the 

form of the American Studies Seminar (Amerika kenkyū seminā), jointly 
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hosted by the University of Tokyo and Stanford University and funded 

by the Rockefeller Foundation. In the early postwar era, private founda-

tions such as Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie provided critical support 

for the development of a global intellectual network friendly to US geo-

political ambitions.40 Modeled on a similar endeavor in Salzburg, Aus-

tria, the American Studies Seminar aspired to “imbu[e] the defeated na-

tion of Japan with the spirit of American democracy and . . . promot[e] 

intellectual, scholarly exchange between the United States and Japan.”41

As one proponent exhorted, “Democratic institutions exemplifi ed in 

American life should become better known in Japan, and training in the 

history of American traditions should become part of the normal uni-

versity curriculum in the new age. Successive generations of Japanese 

students should be encouraged to study American affairs so that they 

may carry to their leadership in public life a better comprehension of our 

country.”42 By teaching an interdisciplinary social science program ac-

cording to American methods, the seminar sought to diffuse US values 

among Japanese intellectuals.

Over the course of fi ve weeks in the summer of 1950, fi ve well- known 

American senior professors, each representing a different discipline, 

lectured and held small roundtables for two hours each weekday af-

ternoon for a total of nearly 125 Japanese participants ranging in age 

from twenty- three to fi fty- four.43 Owing to the varied levels of English- 

language profi ciency among participants, seminar leaders relied on 

name cards, predistributed outlines, and nearly two dozen interpreters 

to facilitate communication. These teaching aids helped to achieve the 

facilitators’ goal of free and uninhibited intellectual exchange, viewed as 

the essence of American- style democracy. As one applauded, “The give 

and take of the seminar method was established during the fi rst week. 

The quality of the discussion was high, and absolute frankness between 

Japanese and Americans was achieved. The reputation of the seminars 

was well established among academic circles in Tokyo before the end of 

the fi rst week.”44

Adjudged “an outstanding success despite the unrelenting heat and 

the long sessions,” the program was repeated annually through 1956, 

four years after the termination of the Occupation.45 The seminar ulti-

mately reached nearly six hundred professors and students (both gradu-

ate and undergraduate). Moreover, beginning in 1952 the University of 

Kyoto and Dōshisha University (a historically Christian college) inaugu-

rated a parallel Kyoto American Studies Seminar that ran every summer 
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(with the exception of 1953) through 1976. Heavy and rising competi-

tion for access ensured highly qualifi ed and motivated classes. Partici-

pants were selected from throughout the archipelago in the hope that 

they would bring knowledge back to their home prefectures. Beyond the 

classroom, students and professors met during offi ce hours, fi eld trips, 

cultural events, and publicity opportunities with the national media.46

The seminar created a library of assigned readings; by 1953 it included 

over one thousand books.47 It also spawned a fellowship program that 

brought two Japanese scholars to the United States annually for a year of 

study and a public lecture series on topics such as “Japanese acceptance 

of and resistance to American democracy” and “appraisals of American 

infl uence on thought, religion, art, and way of life upon the Japanese.”48

Given the “depressingly small” compensation and relative lack of 

amenities (one professor was advised to bring his own refrigerator), most 

visiting Americans were motivated by volunteer spirit.49 One refl ected, 

“My stay in Japan has been one of the happiest periods in my life. I know 

that I have received in abundance; if I have given something in return, if 

I have made some slight contribution to the thinking and teaching of my 

Japanese colleagues, I shall be satisfi ed” (emphasis in original).50 Others 

lauded the surprising intellectual benefi ts they themselves derived from 

the program: “We are convinced that it is valuable for American schol-

ars to confront the Japanese interpretations of American traditions and 

culture. Although we frequently found ourselves in disagreement with 

these interpretations, we ourselves derived many penetrating insights 

from the Japanese perspective. . . . These served as a constant stimulus 

for the discussion and reconsideration of our assumptions.”51 This gener-

ally humble attitude of American facilitators made a favorable impres-

sion on Japanese participants. Inaugurating the fourth seminar in 1953, 

Yanaihara Tadao captured the collaborative mood: “The American pro-

fessors are our guests and at the same time they are our colleagues. They 

did not come here to make American propaganda nor did they come 

to diagnose Japanese feeling toward Americans. We stand on the equal 

ground of academic learning and are colleagues striving toward the com-

mon goal in search of scientifi c truth.”52 Japanese participants expressed 

their appreciation in similar terms. One wrote to his facilitator in grati-

tude, “I thank you heartily for your coming again to Japan to enlighten 

us young (spiritually) lovers of wisdom. Your zeal for education touches 

me deeply.”53 Through the reconstruction of social science, American 

scholars recruited their Japanese counterparts not as subordinates but 
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as colleagues and partners in the entrenchment of shared values and the 

establishment of a transnational knowledge network that supported the 

hegemony of the United States.

Realizing American Ideals through Fieldwork in Japan

To a greater degree than training in the library and classroom, fi eldwork 

came to symbolize and advance Japan’s transformation into a peaceful, 

capitalist, democratic society. Through the collection of empirical data, 

Japanese and American social scientists sought “objectively ascertained 

facts” as the basis for democratic and inclusive policy- making. Mean-

while, relations among researchers modeled the collaborative, egalitar-

ian spirit they hoped to cultivate in society at large.

By the time of the Occupation, Japanese social scientists had a long 

tradition of fi eld research both at home and in the empire.54 From the 

outset of the Occupation, interest in continuing and improving upon 

fi eld practice was apparent to SCAP. In 1947 one survey reported that 

Japanese scholars throughout the archipelago were “exceedingly eager 

for fi eld work” and that “many college administrators pay at least lip ser-

vice to the idea of empirical social research.”55 One revealing indication 

was the proliferation of translations of works by Bronisław Malinow ski 

(1884– 1942), the Polish- born British social anthropologist often repre-

sented as the architect of methodological guidelines for “objective” fi eld-

work. Texts translated during the early postwar years included Malinow-

ski’s Crime and Custom in Savage Society (orig. 1926), The Sexual Life 
of Savages in North- Western Melanesia (orig. 1929), and A Scientifi c 
Theory of Culture (orig. 1944).56

Prior to the Occupation the sole English- language academic fi eld 

study of Japan was Suye Mura, a 1936 village ethnography by University 

of Chicago sociologist John F. Embree. “Every anthropologist who went 

to Japan in the 1950s knew Embree’s book well,” recalled one CIE em-

ployee.57 Writing a decade after Embree, Ruth Benedict incorporated 

some of his conclusions into Chrysanthemum but was prevented by the 

war from visiting Japan personally.58 Instead, she worked according to 

a method known as “research at a distance.” With the help of a second- 

generation Japanese American informant, Benedict interviewed and 

conducted psychological tests on interned Japanese emigrants and their 

descendants and analyzed Japanese texts, images, and fi lms. To many 
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American anthropologists who read Chrysanthemum in preparation for 

service in occupied Japan, fi eldwork represented an opportunity to con-

fi rm her fi ndings in the fi eld.

SCAP’s Public Opinion and Sociological Research Division (PO&SR) 

coordinated the fi rst fi eld studies of the Occupation era. The PO&SR 

was created in early 1946 as a subcommittee of the CIE to train Japa-

nese social scientists in American theories and methods and to supply re-

search on the national mood. To SCAP policy- makers, “The democratic 

atmosphere created by the Occupation has resulted in a widespread feel-

ing among both government offi cials and the people at large that knowl-

edge of public opinion is important for democratic government.”59 Pub-

lic opinion research, therefore, emerged as both an agent and a result of 

popular participation in politics.

Herbert Passin (1916– 2003), an ABD in sociology from the Univer-

sity of Chicago, served as the deputy director of the PO&SR. Passin was 

an experienced survey researcher who developed an interest in Japan 

through his work with former inmates of internment camps for Japanese 

and Japanese Americans. He was fl uent in written and spoken Japanese, 

having studied at the Army Language School at the University of Mich-

igan during the early 1940s. Following the departure of the PO&SR’s 

original director, Passin recruited his former classmate John W. Ben-

nett (1915– 2005), an assistant professor of anthropology at Ohio State 

University, for the position. The PO&SR also hired a handful of other 

American researchers, including Japanese American veterans of studies 

of wartime internment camps in the US West.60 They were outnumbered 

by more than a dozen Japanese social scientists (as well as over thirty 

temporary and secretarial employees).

On fi nancial grounds alone, employment at the PO&SR was highly 

desirable. In the desperate years of the late 1940s, academic positions 

in Japanese universities provided little economic stability. Advisers to 

SCAP described the “terrible fi ght” professors faced to “keep themselves 

alive”:61 “Totally inadequate university salaries do not give the individ-

ual scholars even a minimum living wage, with the result that time which 

would otherwise be devoted to research is instead devoted to supplement-

ing the family income through repeating lectures in other universities 

and schools, through hack writing, and through other activities even fur-

ther removed from research and the scholarly life.”62 By providing work, 

Bennett concluded, “the Division saved the professional lives of a num-

ber of Japanese sociologists, anthropologists and social psychologists.”63
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The relative seniority and reputation of many Japanese employees, 

compared with the youth and inexperience of Bennett, Passin, and their 

American coworkers, helped to forestall anticipated hierarchies of victor 

and vanquished. Bennett described his Japanese colleagues as “the top 

ranking social scientists of the country, fully comparable in skill and in-

telligence to the best in the States— better in fact.” He wrote to his wife, 

“It is a strange feeling . . . to have around one’s desk the minister of com-

munications in the Jap[anese] gov[ernment], the chairman of the sociol-

ogy dept. at the largest university, and the top social psychologist in Ja-

pan, all bowing and honoring me!”64 Bennett’s respect for the knowledge 

and experience of Japanese scholars, coupled with reciprocal Japanese 

interest in US methodologies and humility toward the victorious Allies, 

generally facilitated productive working relationships.

Among the PO&SR’s earliest and most infl uential studies was an as-

sessment of the impact of land reform, carried out in 1947– 1948. One 

year earlier, the Occupation had mandated the breakup and redistribu-

tion of large estates, seeking to “replace traditional agrarian feudalism 

with a democratic way of life” by creating a nation of independent yeo-

man farmers.65 To evaluate the resulting social and economic changes in 

villages, SCAP called upon Arthur F. Raper, a renowned sociologist at 

the US Department of Agriculture. Working with the PO&SR, Raper 

selected thirteen allegedly representative, geographically dispersed 

communities for study. When published, Raper’s report was hailed as a 

follow- up to Embree’s classic study and applauded as “a completely un-

biased, uninfl uenced account” of Japanese village life.66

Raper worked with four American and fi fteen Japanese social scien-

tists at the PO&SR over the course of three stints of fi eldwork totaling 

nearly seven months between 1947 and 1949. His group expedition meth-

odology set the tone for early postwar research. For Japanese scholars, 

teamwork was a familiar practice from the age of empire, when the dan-

gers and expense of in situ investigation necessitated collaboration. Al-

though independent fi eldwork was the rule in American academia, US 

social scientists, too, had come to view cooperation favorably. No less 

a spokesperson than Margaret Mead extolled the personal and practi-

cal benefi ts of intellectual complementarity.67 In addition to these advan-

tages, Raper’s decision to work with a team refl ected conditions partic-

ular to occupied Japan. Whereas American scholars initially expected 

to train Japanese colleagues, the latter soon emerged as a critical source 

of expertise. Passin, a key contributor to the study, recalled, “When I 
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started on this research, I drew upon my recent sociological research 

in southern Illinois during my graduate student days, my knowledge of 

black sharecroppers in the American South, my experience with Mexi-

can peasants, and my general reading in the fi elds of anthropology and 

rural sociology. . . . But I did not even have a vocabulary to describe the 

new phenomena that came to my attention.”68

Beyond language and cultural barriers, American researchers also 

confronted the distrust of their informants. Many rural communities, as-

sociating public opinion research with the wartime military police, mis-

trusted the foreigners in their midst. To alleviate suspicion, Japanese so-

cial scientists took the lead in the fi eld, arranging for village offi cials to 

distribute questionnaires and conducting intensive interviews with local 

informants. Ultimately, they gathered up to 95 percent of the PO&SR 

data.69

In addition to serving as the locus of knowledge production, the fi eld 

was also a space for direct tutelage in democracy, including the sharing 

of opinions, the expression of dissent, and the cultivation of consensus. 

Passin described his typical on- site routine: “At the end of each day of 

interviewing . . . we then sat around in a group and discussed the inter-

viewing problems, the meaning of the results, and compared local results 

with those obtained in the Tokyo phase of the study. Suggestions for the 

recording of further verbatim materials, election and political rec ords 

were outlined.”70 A Japanese social scientist later recalled the excite-

ment of debating survey techniques for up to two nights straight.71

Collaboration in the fi eld drew Japanese and American social scien-

tists together in lasting personal bonds. Raper recalled his team posi-

tively, though not without reference to certain stereotypes of national 

character: “I was tremendously impressed with the capability of the peo-

ple. They were very thoroughly regimented. I came back very convinced 

that if our civilization turned on learning calculus and theirs turned on 

learning calculus, they would survive and we wouldn’t— because if they 

needed to learn calculus, they’d all learn calculus in one year, because 

they have it fi xed up so they could operate in that kind of fashion.”72

Meanwhile, Japanese social scientists appreciated the hands- on training 

they received under Raper, though they chafed against the demand for 

speed. The second stint in the fi eld was particularly rushed. Traveling by 

train and jeep, testing the goodwill of local offi cials, and working “al-

most without rest,” researchers visited fi ve villages in a mere forty- fi ve 

days, returned to Tokyo for twenty- four hours, and then departed for 
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the next six sites. Factoring in travel time, they spent one or at most two 

nights in each location. Concerning the challenge “to do a month’s re-

search in a day,” one recalled, “there was a lot of complaining.”73

Following the conclusion of the land reform study, the PO&SR under-

took fi eld and public opinion research on such topics as traditional fi sh-

ery rights, neighborhood associations, family and household composi-

tion, the labor boss system (oyabun- kobun), problems of urban workers 

and consumers, the changing status of women, the reform of the zai-

batsu, and literacy and language education.74 Highlighting the advance 

of democracy, capitalism, and cooperation, such research established a 

convergence of values between postwar Japan and the United States.

Legacies

Their ambitions notwithstanding, Bennett and his coworkers ultimately 

failed to exert much impact on SCAP policy. In part, the understaff-

ing of the PO&SR was to blame: one employee observed that twenty to 

thirty social scientists would have been needed to adequately discharge 

the workload assigned to two or three.75 More cripplingly, SCAP paid 

no more than lip service to the importance of research, except through 

what the PO&SR regarded as obstructionist or interfering management. 

The application of research fi ndings to decision- making was further 

hamstrung by the generally ill- defi ned aims that characterized the Oc-

cupation itself. In the words of a disgruntled Bennett, “Nobody has any 

idea of what policy really means in an Occupation, nor have they any 

concrete program. Just pass along from one small problem to another, 

solving each one as they go, with a total lack of vision or purpose other 

than the vague one of doing everything the American way.”76

Yet the reformulation of Japanese academia under the Occupation 

left an enduring impact on postwar social science in the United States, 

Japan, and beyond. As a result of their experiences in the fi eld and work 

with Japanese colleagues, American scholars in Japan came to question 

earlier assumptions about the Japanese national character. Instead of the 

homogeneity that Benedict had led them to expect, they confronted “a 

strong local divergence in type.” Noting that “every group I meet seems 

different; every individual I meet is an individual,” Bennett concluded 

that the assumption of homogeneity “is dangerous to use in the sense 

of conferring an ability upon the investigator to make generalizations 
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about Japanese culture of an order comparable to those made for primi-

tive societies.”77 Chrysanthemum was quietly removed from the PO&SR 

library, and many Occupation scholars came to dismiss the study of na-

tional character as “a highly elaborate structure built on fl imsy and sus-

pect evidence.”78

The PO&SR was dissolved in June 1951 in anticipation of the termi-

nation of the Occupation. Only three months later Japan and the United 

States signed the San Francisco Treaty, marking the end of World War II, 

and the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security (Sōgō kyoryoku 

oyobi anzen hoshō jōyaku, often referred to as Anpo), which set forth 

the terms of the post- Occupation relationship between the two nations. 

The agreement sheltered Japan, which was constitutionally banned from 

maintaining armed forces and waging war, beneath the American mili-

tary and nuclear umbrella. It also itemized the ways in which Japan was 

called upon to support the hegemon’s geopolitical agenda in Asia, in-

cluding the maintenance of permanent bases for US air, land, and sea 

forces. As the treaties stipulated, Japan regained independent sover-

eignty in April 1952.

Repatriated American social scientists capitalized on their expe-

riences under the Occupation to spearhead the study of Japan in the 

United States. The previously marginal fi eld of Japanese studies blos-

somed in the years after 1952. It served as a cornerstone of Cold War 

area studies, the primary intellectual approach to developing nations 

during the 1950s and 1960s. Area studies, a multidisciplinary endeavor, 

sought to advance both theoretical and empirical knowledge of states 

and regions through intensive language preparation, on- the- ground re-

search, and the incorporation of local viewpoints and interpretations. 

Critics today often understand area studies as an attempt to perpetuate 

the power structures of imperialism in the Cold War, replacing overt po-

litical control with indirect attempts to foster putatively American val-

ues in unaligned developing nations. Research established a hierarchy of 

“students” generously supported by their home governments and “sub-

jects” dominated by knowledge thus produced. The trajectory of Jap-

anese studies, however, did not conform to this pattern. By the 1960s 

Japan had transitioned from a developing nation to one of the world’s 

largest economies. Social scientists accordingly took up the task of ex-

trapolating structural, cultural, and psychological lessons for other na-

tions under the sway of US geopolitical dominance.79

The Occupation also transformed Japanese academia. In February 
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1952, mere weeks before the departure of SCAP, twenty leaders of Jap-

anese social science united for a long- planned roundtable on the state 

of research in the postwar nation. Participants refl ected on the Occu-

pation as “a bridge toward the reconstruction of Japanese scholarship” 

and the starting point of genuinely objective intellectual inquiry.80 The 

shared conviction that the values of democracy, capitalism, and peace 

undergirded knowledge production facilitated cooperation between 

the United States and Japan and mutual satisfaction in both study and 

reform.

The intellectual partnership arising from common ideals was perhaps 

the most enduring legacy of SCAP’s overhaul of Japanese knowledge 

production. The struggle to secure a job in postwar Japanese academia 

was intensely competitive, pitting venerable graybeards against new 

graduates and Japan- based faculty against repatriating scholars from 

universities in the former empire. In the post- Occupation years, connec-

tions with US social scientists came to function as a critical credential 

and source of contacts for obtaining a faculty position. Put simply, vir-

tually all Japanese employed in academia in the 1950s had some expe-

rience working under SCAP, and hence exposure to American culture, 

friendship, and values. The CIE and PO&SR took a particular interest 

in the post- Occupation fate of their Japanese affi liates, helping many to 

secure university jobs. In cases where such employment was not avail-

able, SCAP helped locate positions in libraries, museums, newspaper 

and journal editorial boards, and independent research organizations. 

A few scholars even received fellowships to study in the United States.81

Long after the Occupation, Japanese scholars continued to undertake 

research that buttressed the geopolitical hegemony of the United States 

by indexing and furthering modernization in their nation and beyond. 

To be sure, receptivity to American values did not preclude the possibil-

ity of dissent with the United States. With the reappearance of far- Right 

nationalism in the 1950s, some social scientists promoted the rearming 

of Japan and the “restoration” of direct rule by the emperor. More com-

mon were leftist denunciations of Japan’s complicity with the American 

geopolitical agenda, animating discourse in every branch of social sci-

ence. Tsurumi Shunsuke (1922– 2015), a historian and philosopher, gave 

voice to popular pacifi sm in his journal Shisō no kagaku (The science 

of thought). In art theory and practice, Okamoto Tarō (1911– 1996) de-

cried the hegemony of Western aesthetics, calling for Japan to break free 

of Euro- American domination by seeking inspiration from its “primi-
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tive” past and by cooperating with artists in the nonaligned Third World. 

Maruyama Masao (1917– 1996), a political scientist today remembered 

as Japan’s most prominent spokesman for early postwar liberalism, pro-

duced a stream of books and articles on prewar fascism and the need 

for an active citizenry capable of withstanding foreign pressures on its 

democracy.82

The increasingly critical stance of Japanese intellectuals did not pass 

unremarked by their American counterparts. Former Occupation atta-

ché Edward Seidensticker (1921– 2007), who studied at the University of 

Tokyo in the late 1950s, recalled,

I was surrounded by very, very, intelligent boys, it was clear. That was sim-

ply beyond denying. . . . But they were unfriendly and they were opinionated, 

exceedingly opinionated, exceedingly doctrinaire . . . their view of the world 

which held America responsible for all of the mischief, all of the ails and all 

of the sufferings of the world, it just wasn’t acceptable. . . . Their view of the 

world made me mad, but I think I also felt rather contemptuous of them. It 

seemed to me that they were misusing their undeniable talents. .  .  . I mean, 

this wasn’t a view of the world which was worthy of a fi rst- rate mind.83

Today, Seidensticker is widely considered to be one of the fi nest 

twentieth- century historians and translators of Japanese literature and 

a writer of extraordinary sensitivity and grace. In 1975 he received the 

Order of the Rising Sun, the highest medal awarded to cultural contrib-

utors by the Japanese government. Such words from a fi gure of this re-

pute indicate the pervasiveness and durability of American paternalism 

and even racism toward Japan. However much the United States might 

rely on Japan as an ally, it remained locked in the hierarchical mentality 

of the immediate postwar period. The student could not challenge or su-

persede the teacher.

In 1960 prominent Japanese intellectuals did dispute Japan’s ongo-

ing relationship with the US military by leading mass protests against 

the renewal of the Anpo Treaty. In their enthusiasm for democracy, cap-

italism, and peace, Japanese intellectuals strongly objected to armed 

American engagement in Asia, including the maintenance of bases on 

national soil, the ongoing occupation of Japan’s southernmost prefec-

ture, Okinawa, and, by the end of the decade, the Vietnam War. The 

ratifi cation of the treaty, forced by Prime Minister Kishi Nobusuke over 

the strenuous objections of the Japanese Diet, further provoked oppo-
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sition to a political system that allowed a strongman to prevail over the 

will of elected representatives. At this moment, in the eyes of many Jap-

anese social scientists, their nation’s relationship with the United States 

appeared not to exemplify but rather to betray the values they had em-

braced under American tutelage.

Mobilizing millions of citizens representing a broad cross section 

of society, the protests, the largest in Japan’s history, indicated the en-

trenchment and maturation of putatively American values in the Japa-

nese national consciousness. And yet, perhaps for this very reason, op-

position to Anpo petered out without producing substantive change. 

Fifteen years after a brutal war, the nation had too much at stake— 

politically, economically, and intellectually— to seriously contest its re-

lationship with the United States.84 Spearheaded by social scientists, the 

common ideals of democracy, capitalism, and peace had knit together 

a resilient network of knowledge production undergirding American 

hegemony.
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